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| How-To - Engine and DrivetrainAug 31, 2011See all 12 photosIs it possible to achieve high-dollar race-fuel performance on low-buck pump gas? Performance Boost Cooler water/methanol injection.When it comes to street performance, compromise is the name of the game. Unfortunately for enthusiasts, any real street car must walk that fine line
between driveability and absolute performance. Naturally we all want big power, but do we really want to transform our daily driver into a dedicated race car? Tipping the scale to maximize either driveability or absolute performance will obviously have a negative effect on the opposite end. Thus, we must sacrifice either driveability or performance in
our quest for either. Nowhere is this compromise more evident than the performance limitations presented by the use of pump gas. High- octane race fuel allows elevated boost levels combined with aggressive timing and fuel curves. To minimize engine damage, these performance variables must be scaled back when running pump gas, mainly due to
the lack of octane and the high cost and availability of race fuel. If you think the current price at the pump is outrageous, try filling up your Mustang, truck, or SUV every week with race fuel. Having to shell out $10 a gallon will certainly limit those impromptu trips to 7-11 for a Slurpee and a Slim Jim.If only there was a way to combine the
performance potential of race fuel with the affordability of pump gas. If only there was a way to thump on pump! When it comes to maximizing performance, high-octane race fuel can be very beneficial. Whether your build up includes a high-compression, all-motor, or nitrous application, or the additional power offered by forced induction, race fuel
allows you to run the necessary air/fuel, timing and/or boost pressure required to produce maximum power. The same cannot be said of pump gas, as the lower octane will not tolerate elevated boost and/or timing values. The octane rating is actually a measurement of the fuel's resistance to detonation/knock. The higher the octane rating, the greater
the resistance-the greater the resistance, the more timing and boost the combination will safely tolerate. Thus, maximum performance from any serious performance motor will only come with sufficient octane, or its all-important resistance to detonation.Lucky for enthusiasts, there is a third choice-water methanol injection. Snow Performance has
been at the forefront of the water/methanol invasion, and for good reason. Its Boost Cooler systems have proven themselves both in the heat of battle and the daily grind. The benefits of water/methanol injection are many, but for our needs, we can focus on the two most important-octane and intercooling. Used as an effective replacement for race
fuel, the methanol portion of the water/methanol injection offers a significant increase in octane rating compared to typical pump gas. When combined with the anti-detonate properties of water, the mixture dramatically increases the fuel's resistance to detonation. Much like race fuel, injection of water/methanol will provide the opportunity to get
more aggressive with the tune (air/fuel and timing) and/or safely allow an increase in boost pressure. Toss in the significant drop in inlet air temperature offered by injection of the mixture into the air stream (especially on boosted applications), and you have the makings of some serious power potential. One of the potential problems associated with
any form of injection (fuel, nitrous, or even water/methanol) is that too much of a good thing can be bad. Excess fuel will richen a mixture and reduce power, while excess nitrous can lean out a mixture and reduce the number of working pistons. Excess water/methanol errs more toward the fuel side, as too much will likely cause nothing more than a
reduction in power (except on diesel applications). As with fuel injection and nitrous oxide, the key to success with water/methanol is metering. Excess will actually hurt power, but combine the cooling and octane benefits with proper tuning and you have serious power potential.The Snow Performance Boost Cooler features full adjustability thanks to
a Digital Variable Mapping Controller. The injection can be tuned based on a map (or boost) signal and dialed in using the easy-to-read (and adjust) LCD screen. Toss in available upgrades, such as the Safe Injection that offers the ability to reduce the boost or timing if the water/methanol system detects a loss in system flow, and you have one
complete (and virtually fool-proof) performance system. Performance products always sound great on paper, but we here at MM&FF are more concerned about how they perform in the real world. The Snow Performance Boost Cooler has never failed to impress us, but it must be stated that (unlike nitrous), water/methanol alone is not going to
dramatically increase the power output of your vehicle. The cooling effects can improve the power output of a boosted motor, but the real gains will come from the ability to crank up the boost, lean out the mixture, or add ignition timing that would otherwise be limited by pump gas. Our first real-world test subject came from Michael Plummer
Performance. The '94 Stang was equipped with a 9.0:1 Dart 331 stroker, TFS 185 CNC heads, and an Edelbrock Performer RPM II induction system. The serious power producer was a Procharger kit featuring the D-1 supercharger and front-mounted air-to-air intecooler.It's important to note that even the intercooled combination benefited from the
use of the Boost Cooler from Snow Performance. Running 20 psi of boost netted 659 hp and 594 lb-ft of torque on pump gas at 18-19 degrees of total timing. After dialing in the Boost Cooler, the ignition timing was increased to a full 26 degrees, where the combination netted an impressive 762 hp and 691 lb-ft of torque-impressive considering there
was no change in boost pressure.Real-world test number two involved a '96 Four-Valve Cobra owned by Steven Leppo. The 302ci mod motor featured everything necessary for boosted performance including 9.5:1 Ross forged pistons, billet rods, and full ARP hardware. The ported B-heads flowed 320 cfm and were fed by a fully ported Cobra intake
and Accufab throttle body. Crower Stage 3 cams were employed along with a ProM 3.5-inch (slot-style) MAF, a Kenne Bell Boost-a-Spark and a McLeod twin-disc clutch assembly. This modified mod motor was tested with a (non-intercooled) T-trim Vortech supercharger making 18 psi of boost. Run sans water/methanol with the timing pegged at 17
degrees (safe level on pump gas), the supercharged stroker 4.6L produced 589 hp and 477 lb-ft of torque. Once dialed in with the Snow Boost Cooler, the timing could safely be advanced to as much as 23 degrees. The result was a substantial increase in power, to a devilish 666 hp and 515 lb-ft of torque. The ability to Thump on Pump was further
illustrated with the upgrade to an intercooled F-1A Procharger. Combining the intercooled Procharger with the Boost Cooler and just over 24 psi of boost resulted in an amazing 743 hp and 581 lb-ft. See all 12 photosSteven Leppo’s snow white test vehicle is a ’96 Saleen S281/Cobra. Lurking under the simple Saleen exterior was something
surprisingly sinister.See all 12 photos3 Proper tuning is the key to the success of any water/methanol injection system. Maximizing the effectiveness of the Boost Cooler from Snow Performance was the Digital Variable Mapping Controller. A simple LCD screen allowed precise injection tuning. See all 12 photos6 Back-to-back dyno testing with the
Boost Cooler water/methanol injection on the supercharged Cobra motor resulted in a jump in power from 589 hp and 477 lb-ft of torque to 666 hp and 515 lb-ft. This came courtesy of an increase in total ignition timing from 17 to 23 degrees. Combining the Procharger F-1A with the water/methanol and 24 psi eventually resulted in 743 hp and 581 lbft of torque. See all 12 photos9 One common misconception is that you don’t need to run water/methanol with an intercooler. Both of the Procharger systems run on these two test motors featured intercoolers, but both were combined with the Boost Cooler to maximize performance on pump gas.Share on FacebookShare on Twitter Feb 28,
2009#12009-02-28T17:52Need a picture of an cut away view and or a diagram/exploded view of a bosh high pressure oil pump for the DT466 Standard type Part number should be HP021X Reason is we were replacing the o ring on the oil ferry plug and the tech forgot to hold the ball and pin in place, and it all fell out. Just need a good diagram to
make sure it gets back in there right so the truck will start. Thanks in advance for any help. CraigWreckmaster 080022 / A.S.E. Master Technician auto/light truck/TRAA Certified driver/Texas IM Tower/IITR Certified/EMT-B/NIMS 100/200/700/800/SFMA Advanced fire fighterAug 22, 2009#22009-08-22T18:09My pump was leaking. New pump was
$977.00 plus $320.00 core charge. Seal kit with gasket and new oil line $100.00. We fixed the old one.526Aug 25, 2009#32009-08-25T01:57Hope this helps Tony TSI Number: 02-12-21 TSI Date: January, 2003 Subject File: Engine SUBJECT High-Pressure Oil Pump Service Kit and Instruction Video APPLIES TO Engine Family: DT 466E Serial Number
Range: 1216428 through 1328024 DT 466 Serial Number Range: 1216428 through 1328024 530E Serial Number Range: 1216428 through 1328024 DT 530 Serial Number Range: 1216428 through 1328024 HT 530 Serial Number Range: 1216428 through 1328024 DESCRIPTION This TSI is to inform that there is an O-ring service kit with instructions
for the high-pressure oil pump available through service parts dealers. An instruction video will be shipped to all primary and secondary dealers describing how to install the O-ring Service Kit properly. This kit should be installed on all I6 electronic injection controlled engines within engine serial number range 1216428 through 1328024 with OEM
factory installed high-pressure oil pumps that are leaking oil at the outlet fitting, oil ferry plug, or construction port plug area. See Figure 2 of the instructions below for fitting locations. These engine serial numbers correspond to engine build dates 12/01/99 through 10/01/01. Use of this kit also applies to replacement high-pressure oil pumps
purchased between the above dates. NOTE: Use of this kit on engines outside this range may result in an unsuccessful repair. Use of this kit on engines which have already received a replacement pump outside the above date range may result in an unsuccessful repair. For these instances, replacement is recommended with new service parts pump.
Pumps manufactured outside the defined build time line have more sealant on the threads and therefore have the potential for damaging the housing threads upon plug removal. These damaged housing threads may go undetected, resulting in continued leaks. Below are the work instructions that are already available in the kit. PARTS INFORMATION
O-ring Service Kit, P/N 1842109C92 Instruction video cassette, P/N TMT-3438 Instruction Sheet 1171798R2 O-RING SERVICE KIT Application: All I6 electronic injection controlled engines within engine serial number range 1216428 through 1328024 with OEM factory installed high-pressure oil pumps. These engine serial numbers correspond to
engine build dates 12/01/99 through 10/01/01. Use of this kit also applies to replacement high-pressure oil pumps purchased between the above dates. NOTE: Use of this kit on engines outside this range may result in an unsuccessful repair. Use of this kit on engines which have already received a replacement pump outside the above date range may
result in an unsuccessful repair. For these instances, replacement is recommended with new service parts pump. Kit Contents This oil pump O-ring kit contains the following parts: Loctite® 680 Sealant O-ring seal (1) large O-ring seal (2) small Instruction Sheet (1171798R2) IDENTIFYING PARTS Figure 1. O-rings: One (1) Large and Two (2) Small
Figure 2. Location of Plugs, Fittings, and Pump Body 1. Seal housing 2. Pump body 3. Outlet fitting 4. Oil ferry plug 5. Construction port plug Removal and Installation CAUTION: Do not attempt this repair with the pump on the vehicle. The ferry plug check ball will fall out when the ferry plug is removed and cannot be properly installed with the pump
on the engine. If the ferry check ball falls out, the engine will not start. 1. Remove the high-pressure oil pump from engine by following the procedures in the proper service manual. CAUTION: Do not clamp the vise to the pump on the seal housing as seen in Figure 3 photo A. It may cause damage to the seals. 2. Place the high-pressure oil pump in a
shop vise in a vertical position and with vise-jaw liners on the body as seen in Figure 3 photo B. Figure 3. A: Incorrect Way of Mounting Pump into Vise and B: Right Way of Mounting Pump into Vise 1. Pump body position to be used to mount pump into vise. 2. Pump body position to be used to mount pump into vise. 3. Remove the ferry plug. 4.
Remove the construction port plug. 5. Remove the outlet fitting. WARNING: When using compressed air, use air lines that are completely free of oil and moisture. 6. Remove and discard O-rings from the outlet fitting and plugs. 7. Clean the fitting and plugs with brake clean. Then dry them with compressed air. NOTE: Do not clean the high-pressure
pump with compressed air. The check ball may come out of the pump. The check ball is not a serviceable part. 8. Install new O-rings on the outlet fitting and the two plugs. Use care when installing them and make sure the O-rings are properly seated. CAUTION: Do not oil O-rings. Use only O-rings supplied with kit because of special Teflon coating. If
O-ring is loose, cut, or damaged prior to installation a new kit must be ordered. Failure to follow this caution will cause the pump to leak. 9. Clean the high-pressure pump and port openings with brake clean and dry with a clean shop towel. 10. Before installing the outlet fitting and the two plugs into the high-pressure pump, verify that the check ball
is in place by inserting a small pointer from the front (machined surface) of the pump. 11. Apply Loctite® 680 only to the first three threads of the fitting and plugs. For this repair, only Loctite® 680 can be used. Do not apply more than is needed to cover the first three threads. NOTE: Loctite® 680 Sealant is to be added on to only the first three
threads of the fittings as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4. Loctite® 680 On First Three Threads 1. Oil Ferry Plug 2. Construction Port Plug 3. Oil Supply Fitting NOTE: It is very important to come up to torque without stripping the threads. If torque cannot be achieved, then pump will have to be replaced. 12. Install outlet fitting and torque to 34 N·m (25
lbf·ft). 13. Install construction plug and torque to 11 N·m (97 lbf·in). 14. Install oil ferry plug and torque to 11 N·m (97 lbf·in). 15. Refer to the proper service manual for installing of the high-pressure pump on the engine. 16. Start the engine and check for oil leaks. 17. Stop the engine and check engine oil level. Add oil if needed. © 2009 Navistar, Inc.
If i rember correctly it goes on the outside plug the one to the outside closest to frame rail Good luck let me know if you need more TonyIn God We Trust..... All Others Pay CashJul 15, 2011#42011-07-15T17:14 Hey were can I get a diagram of this oil pump I need to see were the check ball goes I made the mistake of removing the ferry bolt with it on
the truck . But another part fell out of it it's a small rod with an opening on both sides how does it go back in place?
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